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1. INTRODUCTION

fields

of the

of the

t.It's well-known that systems belonging to different

Bubjeot fields may be characterized by qualitatively similar

functioning dynamioB. Suoh resemblance of behavior appears to be

revealed still more profoundly in the oriticai situations of

systems functioning,i.e. while changing types of dynamic

regimes. The theory of bifurcations that is one of the

of mathematical analysis oan be used for classification

oritioal regimes. Analysis of systeme on the basis

bifurcation theory makes it possible to ascertain c o n s

required for the realization of certain oriticai regimes, to

study characteristic features of the qualitative behavior

changes, to identify parameters number by whioh one or another

oritioal regime is to be considered ae structurally stable one

as regards "moving" of models, initial conditions, etc.

Within the framework of the present work, the bifurcation

approaoh is applied to desoribe dynamioe of populations 1 hiked

by trophio relations of "predator-prey" ("parasite-host",

"foreest-pest" and eo on ) type. A special attention has been

paid to analyze dynamios of two populations: among the moiiele

those have been seleoted whioh allow to show possibilities and

features of the bifurcation approaoh. The oorriplete description

of two population dynamios, inoluding analysis of such relations

aB competitions and arising of local diseipative structure in

the "predator-prey" system, are inoluded in the monograph by

A.D.Bazykin "Mathematical biophysics of interacting populations"

[2].The present work represents the oomputer version of jiart

of !iis book where the models of "predator-prey" type are

studied.

2. The prinoipal characteristics describing functioning of
biological communities are as follows:

1)oounter-intuitive system reaction to external influences;

2)"buffered" reaction to influences to be manifested in the
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existence of the. threshold oritioal level that divides

qualitatively different regimes of behavior;

3)threshold behavior,i.e. existence of two or more stable

stationary regimes contingent on previous history;

4) possibility of stable functioning both in stationary and

oscillatory regimes.

Non- 1inear differential equations represent the

mathematical means adequate for analyzing dynamio oharaoteriBtioB

mentioned.I), this work, community "predator-prey" ie desoribed by

means of the systems dependent on parameters. The number of

parameters 'a determined by biological speoifioity and

requirements associated with the structural stability of the

model considered. Analysis of models consists in the joint study

of both phase and parameter spaoee. Bifurcation analysis

associate with dividing the parameter Bpaoe into areas

corresponding to some types of phase behavior being qualitatively

different from eaoh other. Thereupon, the essential interpretation

of th& discovered regimes is carried out in the terms of the

functioning of interacting populations.

3. Dynamics of population numbers is desoribed by the

equations that take into consideration two processes, namely,

birth and death. If we denote by z, a, correspondingly, the

vector of phase variables and parameters, and by sign " ' " (in

this text) the derivative , we obtain the equation:

x1 = B(x,a) - D(x,a) (1)

or

1 - x(b(x,a) - (2)

where B(x,a), D(X,a), b(X,a), d(l,a) are the abBolute

rates of birth and death and density of rates (productivity and

mortality), respectively.

Taking t»to account trophio relations makes it possible to

obtain more detailed presentation of these equations. The

following oonoeptions about the character of both intra- and

inter- speoifio relations within a system have been suggested as

basis for modeling of population dynamios (V.Volterra):
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1 )Reproduction and mortality of unlimited speci.ee is

exponential;

2) Sign symmetry of the equation members describing

the trophio relations;

3)Bilinear oharaoter of interactions between populations.

The first model based on these principles was the one

constructed by V.Volterra. (Irrespective of thi=* effort, the

similar model to describe ohemioal kinetics processes was

suggested by A.Lotka.) This model allowed to predict a

P' ssibility of populations oo-existenoe in oscillatory regime.

The idealized oharacter of conceptions to be the basis of

model has led to its structural instability, i.e. to a system

being hamiltonial by all parameter values. It means that

introducing any additional factors into the model qualitatively

ohanges its behavior.

4.The present work investigates the modifications or

Volterra's model by taking into aooount different additional

faotors of population living that are both stabilizing or

instabilizing for the population dynamio regimes. Mathematically,

it meanB to study parametric modifications of the Volterra's

s. ;tem. Taking into aooount one faotor corresponds to studying a

one-parametrio Volterra's system modification.The subsequent

analysis oonsists in analyzing the models of interacting

populations when oombining one stabilizing and one instabilizing

faotorB. The respective models represent two-parametric

modifications o"f the Yolterra's systems. At last, taking into

aooount different combinations of stabilizing and instabilizing

faotors for olasBioal Volterra's schema,the triggered charaoter

of system functioning, as well as the number of interesting

profound efrects are brought to light.
When analyzing the interactions of three populations, the

trophio graphs are used (they are described oiroumstantially in

eeotion 3). The communities being modeled include the following

populations: producer (or prey), predator and consumer (being

prey for predator and predator for prey).

5.The Bpeoifio researoh into nonlinear dynamio models has

been oarried out by applying both analytioal and computer-aided

means. Thfe analytioal study allows to apply results from

qualitative theory of differential equations and theory of
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bifurcations (see [1]). These results were essentially used to

analyze the bifurcations of oo-djjnenBion one, two and three that

occurred in population models. Numerical analysis was oarried

out by applying two program-packages developed in the Soientifio

Computer Center of USSR (now it's Institute of Mathematical

problem of biology R.A.S. Pusohino )): paokage TRAX is -intended

for analyzing the phase behavior depending on parameter dynamic

systems, and package LOCBIF 1B intended for constructing the

parameter portraits for those systems [5,6].

Utilization of ideas being intrinsic for mentioned systems

made it possible to develop, on the baBis of the system

HYPERTEXT developed by V.Hubanov (Pusohino,Russia), the System

PoPULBIF intended for describing and analyzing models of

interacting populations that are presented in the above

mentioned monograph by A.Bazykin E2].

System FOPUIBIF oontains the System menu corresponding to

the monograph table of oontents . By entering the name of a

chapter or a paragraph you oan get aooess to any section including

EJhort resume of the respective text of the monograph,

references and mathematical modelB whioh may be entered again.

So you may see the parametric and phase portraits of model and

corresponding typical parameter valuee. If you want to continue

studying the model, you are to enter it and oompute the phase

behavior* for different initial data and scales on axes (without

leaving th-=- System). As a result you will see the "animation of

the model". Any moment you oan switoh to any section for

studying it.

Authors hope that this computer book would be useful for

facilitative study of the subject.

2. DiNAMICS OP NUMBERS FOR ISOLATED POPULATIONS

Functions B(x,a), D(x,a), b(X,a), d(x.a) whioh are present

in the equations (1) and (2) oan be defined concretely depending

on suggest one being the basis of the model.

The essential features of system dynamioa are likely to be
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the buhavior of the functions by zero and infinities, number and

reoiprooal location of roots and external points, i.e.

characteristics being etruotural-stable by "moving" the models.

The following considerations make it possible to select the way

of model description.

The typical birth rate models for an unlimited population

are described by the following relations:

-if production doesn't depend on population numbers (the

modeling of sexless population ur population propagating by

sexual way at high population numbers)

b(x,a) = a, .1 )

-by taking into account the absolute reproductive rate

being proportional to the frequency of contacts between

individuals (the modeling of population propagating by sexual

way in oase of low population numbers):

b(x, a) = ax (2.2)

The nonlinear dynamics of propagation oan be described by

funotion

b(x, a) =
,+x

(2.3)

Let us take into aocount also the limited natural

resources and interspecific competition. This factor can be

described by Bubtraoting the member gx from functions (2.1 )

(2.3).

The modeling or death In unlimited population is usually
described by funotion

d(x, a) = a (2.4)

External resources being limited, that results in the
ir erspeoifio competition, inoreaBeB the death rate. It's
two-parametrio "mortality funotion" that iB frequently applied:

d(x, a) = a, + (2.5)



(or a functions analogous to (2.3)).

Different combinations of birth and death rate functions

result in the following substantial modelB:

a) Maithus equation

X' - ctf (2.6)

b) logistic Verhulst-Fearl equation

ctx(K-x)
(2.7)

o) description of Olli's effect of non-monotonous

dependence of population fertility on its numbers

(2.8)

Zero-isoclines given by these equations are presented by

Pig. 2.1.

3. TOLTERRA'S MODEL AND ITS MODIFICATIONS

3.1. Modeling of "predator-prey" relations

In the general oase, the model describing a system of two

populations (interacting as "predator-prey") has the view:

x1 = A(x) - B(x,y)
y' = - C(y) + D(x,y)

(3.1.1)

Here functions A(x),C(y) describe reproduction and death of

a populations (examples- are presented in section S). The

functions B(x,y) and G(xfy) describe the interaction between

populations.

Function B(x,y) ie taken to be "multiplicative" for both

variables:

B(x,y) = B(j,.)£(.,y) (3.1.2)

Different models ,of trophic functions were thô -oughly
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studied by Holling [3], and examples of those are presented in

Fig.3.1.1.

Within the framework of the supposition conoernint, existence

of the constant ooeffioient that reflects the c nversion of a

food oonsumed by a predator into its own biomass, it's

.usually aooepted that

D(i,y) = const B(x,y) (3.1.3)

Let us take into account that by low densities of predator

populations the reproductive rate may be limited not owing to

food shortage, but rather to lack of partners. In this oase,

reproductive rate is proportional not to the population density

itself, but to that value squared, (oomparing with (2.3)). We

use the following model D(x,y):

D(x,y) = )
N+y

(3.1.4)

where N is a oertain fixed part of the predator population.

3.2. Volterra's model

Volterra's model represents the simplest one describing the

population interaction that was mentioned in the introduction.

It has multiplicative (bilinear) oharaoter of the trophio

function:

1 = ax - bxy , y' = -cy + ctxy (3.2.1)

where x,y are the population densities of prey and predator

respectively; a, o are reproductive and death rates of the

unlimited populations; d/b is the factor of converting the prey

biomass to predator one.

Owing to a suitable ohange of variables, the system

(3.2.1) may be reduced to the following form:

U1 = U - UV (3.2.2)

uv
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where 7 = d/b. Phase portrait of this system is presented in -
Pig. 3.2.1. In the positive quadrant we have the one-pararaetrio
family of cycles being "sensitive" to slightest ohangeB of the
model. Thus, introducing of any additional factors into the
model will lead to qualitative changes in its behavior.

Below is given the list of ELEMENTARY FACTORS that may be
significant within the framework of interacting popu. ation
dynamics:

1) non-linear dependence of reproductive rate of prey
population on density by small density values;

?) competition within population of preys;
1) prey mortality;
4) predator saturation;
5) non-linear dependence of prey population being devoured

on its population density by small density values;
6) competition between predators for preys;
7) competition between predators for resources being

different from preys;

8) non-linear dependenoe of predator population reproduction
on .its density by small density valuee.

Each of this faotore corresponds to including a one-
parametric function to the Volterra's model.

3.3. Some one-factor modifications of Volterra's model

Initial system, i.e. Volterra's model (3.2.2), depends on
the only parameter g. Therefore, one-faotor modifications of the
initial system depend on two parameters.

3.3.1. Saturation of a predator is desoribed by the model

..» ( 3- 3 J>

r" = _Cy -

whioh is converted, by the obvious ' substitution (compare with
Volterra's model transformation), into the following system:

)U* = U
1+au

(3.3.2)
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V" -7V + __uy
1+au

where 7 = C/a, a = Aa/d.

Phase portraits of this system are shown in Fig.3.3.1.
Depending on parameter value, we obtain four behavior versions
of whioh three correspond to the existenoe of non-trivial
equilibrium in the first quadrant with different dynamics by
large population numbers. Bifurcation parameter values are as
follows: a., = 0 (hamiltonial system), o^ = 1/(1 + 7), a3 = 1/7.

Possible interpretation of system behavior is as follows:
oscillations of both population densities (prey and predator)
with limitless increasing amplitude, by which the predator
population numbers would "overtake" prey population numbers,
give plaoe, as parameter a (a = a^) changes, to the regime of
strong swinging followed by the monotonous increase of densities
for both populations (effeot of the "population slipping off" by
whioh predators are not able to diminish efficiently the prey
population density ); by the subsequent increase in parameter
(a > a, ), it takes plaoe the death of both populations.

3.3.2.Competition between predators for

different from preys is described by the model:

fx' = ax - bxy ,
iy' = -cy + dxy - hy2

whioh is oonverted to the following system:

u' = u(1 - V = -7V + uv - Sv2

resources

(3.3.3)

(3.3.4)

where y - c/a, S - h/b. In this model a non-trivial stable equilibrium
exists (Fig.3.3.2) irt any positive parametric values. It means a
stabilization of the Voiterra's scheme in the including supposition.
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3.4. Two-factor modification of Volterra's system

The respective models, In "undimensional form", represent

two-parametri 1 modifications of Volterra's syBtem (3.2.2) that

are dependent on the only parameter g, and analyzed aa a

parametric family for different parameter values. We adduoe here

only some of hhe models studied in [2] that are distinguished by

interesting and more and more oomplioating (from one model to

another) dynamic behavior.

3.4.1. predator saturation and competition between predators

for resourcet different from preys is desoribed by the model:

bxy
T+ET

(3.4.1)

whioh is converted by the evident substitution to the following

system:

__UV

1+au
yv__

1+au

(3.4.2)

where 7 = c/a, a = aA/d, 6 = h/b. Possible versions of

0-ieoolines location are shown in Pig. 3.4.1a. In the given

system, a simultaneous co-existence of two non-trivial

equilibria, saddle and non-saddle {in general oase.topologioal

node), is feasible. Within its existenoe area, the non-saddle

transforms in the following way: change of monotonous regime

Into oscillatory one (transformation "node -focus" that is not

taken into aooount henoeforth), entails the changes in the

stability. Transformations of the saddle oonoern its

separatrioes: changes in the inooming and outgoing branoheB are

caused by the arising auto-oeoillations with large amplitude.

Both analytical and numerioal system analyze make it

possible to draw, for any 7 - out of system, the parametrio

portrait (see fig.3.4.1b), i.e. a ourve S that separates the

existence area of two non-trivial equilibria and the domain

without any non-trivial equilibrium (the equilibrium saddle-node

corresponds to this parametric line in the phase portrait), as "
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well as a ourve N that separatee domain of changing stability

of topologioal node equilibrium. Both these lines correspond to

local bifurcation of oo-dimeneion one. Those lines have common

point b where matrix of linearization is Jordan one whioh has

zero eigenvalues. In general oase, point b is also a final

one for another oo-dimension one non-local bifurcation line P.

It corresponds to the loop of separatrix saddle equilibrium.

Such degeneraoy is called Bogdanov-Takens' bifurcation of

00 dimension two (after names of mathematicians who presented

the corresponding analytical description [1]). The asymptotice of

lines of parametric curves S, N, P as well as non- degeneracy

conditions, were also- ascertained. Application of these

analytical results for the numerical analysis of the system

(3.4-1) makes it possible to construct its complete parametric

and phase portraits (Fig.3-4-1b and 3.4-2).

Behavior of the population described by the model (j.4.2)

admits of a very broad interpretation. Depending on parameter

values and initial conditions, we can distinguish between three

types of system functioning: unlimited reproduction of prey

po ilation and asymptotic stabilization of predator population

density at a certain level; stable oo-existence between

populations of predators and preys in stationary regime; the

stable oo-existenoe in the auto-osoillatory regime. In case of

parameter values from the domains 1 and 5, the system behavior

doesn't depend on initial conditions, i.e. prey population

propagates unlimitedly in all oases. Domain 2 and 3 correspond to

two types of phaBe behavior; the first of them is in line with

the area of stable auto-osoillationB attraotion, and the second

,1s featured by an unlimited growth. The boundary that divides

these domains is naturally to oall a "dangerous" one. When

crossing it,'and reaohing the domain without any non-trivial

equilibrium, the system loses both stationary and

oscillatory "normal existences".Note that a sharp drop in pest

numbers (caused, for example, by applying insecticides) may

result,owing to the model, in the "counter-intuitive" effect,

i.e. the subsequent sharp outbreak of prey numbers will become

uncontrolled by predators (oompare with the effect of

"population slipping off" desoribed for the one-parametric

models, aeotion 3.3.1).
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3.4.2. Nonlinear reproduction or predators and competition
between preys are described by the model:

ax(K-x)
x- = -- bxy,

dxy2

y' = -cy +
N+y

(3.4.3)

whioh by means of evident substitution, takes the view:

U' = U(1 - £U) - UV,
0

(3.4.4)

Y' = -7V + uvc

n+v

where 7 = c/a, e = a/dK, n = bN/a. Variants of zero-isoclines

location are shown in Pig. 3.4.3. Analysis of three-parametrio

system (3.4.4) ie not trivial task, and it oomes to the Btud; of

both local (proceeding with the inclusion of equilibria) and

non-local (featured by periodical regimes) transformations •.

Analysis of the looal bifurcations allows to determine, in the

analytic; way, the boundary of existence area for two

equilibria: S •= { 7,6, ,n: 1 - £7 - 47£n = 0>, as well as the

boundary of domain in whioh non-eaddle equilibrium changes its
7n

stability: N = {^.s.n: - su1 = 0, (u, ,v ) are coordinates
n+v1 ' ' '

of non-saddle equilibrium}. Intersection of surfaoes S and N

represents Vnr. ourve b desoribed when the system (3.4.2) was

analyzed. Curv̂ i b is also oomraon for parametrio surface P whxoh

corresponds t. the bifurcation of co-dimension 1, namely, the

forming of the loop of eeparati-ioes of "saddle-state" equilibrium.

Accordingly to the Bogdanov-TakenB' results there are no other

bifurcation surfaoeB.

Analysis of non-saddle equilibrium (calculation of the

first Lyapunov value) by "neutral" (corresponding to the surface

N) parameter values makes it possible to find one more

bifurcation curve of co-dimension 2, namely,ourveJ. •• It's

featured by the change in the stability type of "neutral"
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common for surfaces of neutrality N and

two

loop

phase

this

non-saddle and is

multiple oyolee Q.

One more ourve that correspond to co-dimension

bifurcation is the intersection of the line . {, formed by

surface P and surface of multiple oyoles Q. In the

portrait, the so-called "neutral loop" corresponds to

ourve. To find this line of non-looal bifuroation, a special

approach is to be applied: the line H will be the intersection

of surface P and non-bifuroation surface N' that latter

corresponding to the saddle point neutrality. (Note that the

analytic expression of the saddle neutrality coincides with the

conditions under which the surfaoe N is desoribed after

substituting of the saddle coordinates ).
Non-degeneracy conditions are violated if 7 = 4/3.Tn tin's

oas" the mutual location of curves S and N will be changed; it's

a so^oalled bifuroation of oo~dimension 3 ("turn of a contact").

Finally, three types of 7-outB of the parametrio portrait

to be realized in the system are presented in Pig. "5.4-4.

Structures of the corresponding phase portrai's are given

in fig.3.4.5-

The ecological interpretation of the accomplished analysis

is the following. By parameter values from the domains 2 , 4 or

6,the regime of stable stationary oo-existenoe of predator and

prey populations ie feasible in the system; co-existence in the

auto oscillatory regime corresponds to domains 3 and 6; as

regards domain 6, the oo-existence is feasible in both

stationary and auto-osoillatory regimes depending .. .1 the initial

state of the system, and sufficiently large disturbances of the

system being in stationary state convert it alwt.ye into th«

regime of stable auto-oscillations.

3.5. Tree-factor modifications of Volterra's system.

In this section we discuss one of the faasible models

distinguished by a significant variety of the dynamic regimes;

some of such regimes are not presented in the models desoribed

in previous seotion.
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3.5.1. Predator Saturation, competition between predators

Tor resources different from preys and competition between
predators is described by the model:

,- - ex2

- h/

(3.5.1)

Suitable substitution transforms it to the system:

__uv
1+otll

- euc (3.5.2)

1+ctU

where 7 = c/a, a = Aa/d,6 = ea/b, e = e/d. Generally speaking,

analysis of a non-linear system that depends on four parameters

is rather diffioult task to be carried out. However, in the

present oaee we know behaviors of the system by 6 = 0 and e = 0

(systems (3.4-?) and (3.4.4), respectively).

It's convenient to oonstruot the four-parametrio portrait of

the system as a one-parametrio family of 7-outs. In their turn,
three-parametric portraits are considered as E-oute on the plt.ie
(a, S}.

We describe one of suoh two-parametrio portraits to be

presented in Pig. 3.5.2.

Equilibria. Analysis of mutual location of zero-isoclines

(Pig.3.5-1) allows to mark out on the parametric portrait the

existence area of three non-trivial equilibria: it's a typical

"biangle" with boundaries S,. and Sp that correspond to twofold

equilibria (saddle-nodeB). Within a domain of their existence,

these equilibria are of the following typeB: one saddle and two

non-saddles. Out of the biangle, there is only one singular

point in the phase portrait, namely, non-saddle point.

Stability. Analysis of stability of non-Baddle equilibrium

makes it possible to find in the parametric portrait a "neutrality"

line N: while crossing this line, it takes plaoe the change in

equilibrium stability. This line intersects biangle boundaries

in the points ̂  and gg which correspond to bifurcations of the

type "1+1" in the given system (the change in stability of

non-saddle equilibrium ooupled with a simultaneous birth (death)

-14-

of equilibrium pair in the another part of the phase plane). By

oaloulating the first Lyapunov value along the "neutrality"

line, it is possible to find a point f that corresponds to

bifurcation of oo-dijnension 2 (regime of stability loss being

replaced by anon-eaddle for neutral parameter values) described

when analyzing the system (3.4.4).This point represents one of

the final points of the line of multiple cycles Q. (It

corresponds to the twofold "small oycle" around one equilibrium

in the phase portrait).

' Separatrlx cycles.There exist points t>1 and b^ belonging to

S Sthe curves S.and 1

respectively, that

.4.4))

three

correspond to

Bogdanov-Takens' bifurcation of oo-dimeneion 2 described when

analyzing the system (3-4.2). These points are final for the

lines Pn and P1 corresponding to the loops of saddle equilibria

separatrices. By the parameter values from the domain of three

equilibria, there exists a curve P that corresponds to the

phase separatrlx oyole comprising all the three equilibria

("figure of eight"). Intersection of that curve with the

non-bifuroation line of saddle neutrality allows to find one

more bifurcation point of oo-dimension 2 (point h). This point

represents the seoond final point of the line of multiple

Q (compare with the parametric portrait of the system (3

and corresponds to twofold separatrix cycle around

equilibria on the phase plane.

The complete set of phase portraits of the system (3.5.2)
is presented in Pig. 3.5.3.

It's possible to analyze the structural transformations of
the parametric portrait, while ohanging parameters a, 7, only in
the numerical form by taking into aooount the methods of the
bifurcation theory.

The model permitB a wide eoologioal interpretation, and

the following results seem to be the most interesting:

- possibility of stable oo-ezistenoe for a predator and prey

populations depending on the previous history for different

states by the same initial oonditionB (parameter values);

- triggered oharaoter of equilibrium states of system;

irreversibility of qualitative transformations of

functioning regimes while changing the initial conditions

(hysteresis effeots);
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- possibility for auto-oeoillations with a large amplitude to

arise without hysteresis by the changing oonditions.

Note. This model has much in common with one of the

A.Isaev's with collaborators model for ''forest - insects"

description [4].

4. LOCAL SYSTEMS OF THREE POPULATIONS

In this seotion, we consider only some models of three

populations that interact aooording to prinoiple

"predator-consumer-prey". Analysis of three population systems

is described "lore completely in the monograph [2].

4.1. Mathematical description of trophio structures

We apply the following graphio presentation.

Let's mark populations by means of points, and directions of

subetance flows within a population system (in particular,

ti^ophic relations between populations) by means of the

corresponding orientated arrows. The obtained construction is

called graph of the system system. The graph shown in Pig. 4.1.i

1B called cycle, and b is a cell.

Generally speaking, there exists 12 graph types for system

of three populations. Only eight graphs oan be obtained by

unification of those whioh are equivalent as regards flow

directions presented in Pig.4.1.2. On the basis of suooessive

eoologioal analysis, all these graphs, with the exoeption of the

one presented in Pig. 4.1.3, oan be eliminated.

Note, that it's interesting to study system behavior both

completely and with the reduced trophio relations. Analysis of

three population systems is described more oompletively in the

monograph [2].

Models of the Seotion 4.2 are described by assuming

Volterra's interactions between populations.

4.2. Communities without competition

At first, let oonsider the systems "one predator - two

preys" as well as the system "one prey - two predatorB", they

being equivalent (after the change of direotionB of substance

flows). The corresponding system oan be reduced to the following
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form by means of suitable substitution of variables:

^(1 - V)

71u2(n - v)
-7 2V(1 - U i -

(4.2.2)

Here, coordinate planes are integral. There two equilibria

(except the origin):A^, A£. whioh represent the one-parametric

oenters on coordinate planeB {u^v}, {Ug.v}. The origin

represents a three dimensional saddle-node with the outgoing

direction coinciding with the abscissa axis and Incoming

directions ooinoiding with the other axee. The behavior inside

the first phase ootant depends on the value n. For n > 1, the

plane {u^v} is the attracting one; whereas by n < 1 the plane

{Ug.V} is considered as attracting one. Within the octant, it

takes place the "intermixing" of trajectories that is bound up

with the structural-instability of the system (Fig. 4.2.1).

The biological interpretation of the model consists in the

following: in oase of Volterra'interaction, one of the predator

populations (whioh provides a higher stationary density of

predator population) ousts completely the other population. In

this process, it may take plaoe either deoreaBe or rise in the

amplitude of oscillations the given system.

A similar interpretation is feasible when describing

dynamioB of system oonsieting of two predators and one prey.

In thiB oase, one of the predator populations that provides the

least density of prey population ousts completely the other

population.

In case of system that corresponds to values b = d = o
we obtain the following model after obvious variable

substitution:

U1 = U(1 -V)

v' = -T.|V(1 - v + w)

' = -72w(a - v)

(4.2.3)

As singular points , we oonsider origin (three-dimensional

saddle-node) and the point A ( U = V = 1 , W = 0 ) . On the plane

-17-
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{u,v}, point A represents a center surrounded by one-parametrio

family of closed trajeotoriee. Stability of point A along the

direction w is determined by the sign of the value W'/W =

-72(a - 1). Phase portraits of system (4.2.3) by a > 1, a < 1

are shown in Pig. 4-2.2.

The biological interpretation of the obtained result

consists in the following. If the equilibrium density of

consumer population to be smaller within the system of t, ree

trophic levej. ̂  in the absenoe of any predator is lees than

density of oi lsumer population by which the stationary state of

predator may be secured the predator population be doomed to

extinction w- le oonsumer and prey population will have mutual

control over their numbers. Otherwise,the predator population

ousts the oonsumer population.. At the same time, it take place

the unlimited reproduction of prey and predator populations. The

latter result is obviously caused by the excessive idealization

of the model.

At last, a oomplete trophic cell can be desoribed by means

of the following system obvious submitted by (4.2.1):

u' = u(1 - v - pw)

v' = -7^(1 - v + w)

w1 = -To*(a - v - 6w)

(4.2.4)

Equilibria of the system are the following:

0(0,0,0) -saddle-node, A1(u=1 ,v=1 ,w=0), A2(u=a/5, v=0, w=1/p),

A., have the complioated coordinate form.

Bifurcations of singular points establish the boundaries of

parametric portraits (see 7-out in Pig. 4.2.3a). The phase

portrait of the system is shown in Pig. 4.2.3.b. There are no

non-trivial equilibria in the domains 2 and 4. In the domains 1

and 3 there exists a non-stable equilibrium. The equilibrium

type of equilibrium A~ is different in the domains 1 and 3 and

that is caused by the ohange in attracting and repulsing

directions, as well as in the type of trajectories moving in the

vicinity of that equilibrium.

If parameter p = 0 then the system exhibits the following

effect: for a <2, it takes plaoe the extinction of the oonsumer,

-18-

and there 1B a community of predator and prey populations,
otherwise predator iB to die out, and there is a community of
produoer and oonsumer.

Violation of the condition (3 = 6 leads to the new effects in
-the system. If p < 0, the parametric domain 3 corresponds to
stability of equilibria A1 and A~ aB regardB the invasion of
any third population. If [3 > 6, then ooexistenoe ,aowever, not
stable) of the all three populations i s feasible. In the system,
OBoillations of population numbers are to be realir.ad that are
oharaoterized by a limitless increasing amplitude. (The l a t te r
fac1- being inoorreot in a biological sense requires introducing
the additional assumptions as regards the system functioning).
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PIGUTCE CAPTIONS
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PIG.2.1 Dstiamioa °* population numbers described by equation:

1-Halthus (2.1)^2- Verhutst-Pierl (2.7); 3- Olli (2.8).

PIG 3.1.1̂ . Three types of trophic function after C.Holling.

PIG 3.2.H. Schematic representation of phase portrait- of

Volterra's system (3.2.2) in Poinoara Bphere.

/
FIG 3.3.1.Predator saturation. Variants of phase portrait of

the system of (3.3.2).
f

PIG 3.3.2. Oompetition between predators for resources being

different from preys. Phase portrait of the system (3.3.4).

PIG 3.4.1-Predator saturation and competition between pr̂ rin+or's

for resouroes being different from preyB:two variants'- of

0- iodine location (a) and parametric portrait (b) of the

system (3.4.2).

PIG 3.4.2.Predator saturation and competition between predators

for resouroeB being different irom preys.

Struoturally-stable phase portraits of the cyctem O.4.^j.

PIG 3.4.3. Nonlinear reproduction of predators and competition

between preys. Versions of O-isocline looation of the system

(3.4.4).

PIG 3.4.4. Nonlinear reproduction of predators an i. competition

between preye. 7-out of parametric (a) and structurally-stable

phase (b) portraits of the system (3.4.4).

PTG 3.5.1.Predator saturation, oompetition between predators

to-r resources being different from preys and oompetition

between preys. Versions of 0-isocline looation of the system

(3.5.2).

PIG 3.5.2.Predator saturation, oontyetition between predators
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for resourods being different from preys and oompetition
between preys: One of the (7,e}-outs of the system (3.5.2).

FIG 3.5.3.Predator saturation, oompetition between predatore
for resources being different front preys and oompetition
between preye. Versions of O-isooiine looation of the system
(3-5.2). Struoturally-etable phase portraits of the system

(3.5.2). ".' '

Fig.4.1-1. Two types of trophio struotureB of the system of
tree populations.

Fig-4.1.2. Versions of trophio structures of all typeB for a
i

373tem of tree populations.

Pig.4.1.3. Two versions of representation of
"prey-oonr.iuner-preda tor". ,

scheme

Pig.4.1.4. Sohemeet "one prey - two predators" (a), "two preye
- one predator" (b).

PIG 4.2.1. Sohematio phaBe portrait of the model (4-2.1)
-a. system "two preyB - one' pi^dator".

PIO J.2.2. Three trophio level model. Sohematio phase portrait afj
model (4.2.2) for different values pf parameter a.

PIG 4.2.1. Cell of trophio set dssoribed by the model ;
(4.2.3). Parametrio (a) and corresponding phase (b) portraits. j

FTC. 3.3.

. 3, fl.
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